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Abstract

Fluctuating market prices, increasing production costs, and shifting mill demand, has made cotton markets more uncertain, making cotton quality a more important aspect of the profitability of cotton. The purpose of this research project is to examine the effect conservation tillage systems and variety selections have on cotton quality attributes and cotton profitability. Such information may be useful to agencies promoting conservation tillage systems for cotton producers. In addition, knowledge of these types of effects may help producers and gins maximize profits by providing guidance on variety selection and production decisions that improve cotton lint quality.

Introduction

Fluctuating market prices, increasing production costs, and shifting mill demand, has made cotton markets more uncertain, making cotton quality a more important aspect of the profitability of cotton. A common management strategy for improving profits has been to improve lint yields by adopting more input-intensive varieties or technologies and/or to identify optimal input use rates (to reduce usage) by examining the response relationship between cotton yield and a select number of inputs or factors (Britt et al., 2002). Ethridge and Davis (1982) show that cotton prices can vary with significant changes in quality attributes, which can have significant economic implications for the farmer when cotton prices are low, which has been the case for much of the past decade.

With an increase in demand for quality cotton by textile mills, firms are willing to pay a premium for stronger cotton with less variation in micronaire, improved uniformity in fiber length and lower levels of contamination (Bradow and Davidonis, 2000). Newer varieties of cotton promise to offer higher yield with improved quality, which has historically been seen as a trade off in the past (Kerby et al., 2007). Farmers have traditionally selected high yielding varieties with slightly lower quality characteristics due to their potential to provide higher net returns, but with fiber quality playing a more important role with cotton demand at the mill level, quality is playing a more central role (Bradow and Davidonis, 2000). On the other hand, some farmers have moved away from transgenic varieties to conventional varieties due to an improvement in lint quality and no technology fees, increasing potential returns.
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A number of agronomic factors, such as variety selection, water usage, fertilization methods and temperature regulation influence cotton quality and in turn can be influenced by the choice of tillage system (Bradow and Davidonnis, 2000). A limited amount of research has examined the relationship between cotton quality and tillage system using experimental data (Bauer and Frederick, 2005; Endale et al., 2004; Mert et al., 2006). The results from these studies are not conclusive.

The purpose of this research project is to examine the effect conservation tillage systems and variety selections have on cotton quality attributes and cotton profitability. The quality attributes of interest are those used in the cotton marketing loan program: color or grade, staple length, leaf content, micronaire, uniformity and fiber strength.

**Materials and Methods**

*Economic Methodology*

The market price for cotton is determined by the demand and supply for cotton on the world market. This price can be viewed as a collection of implicit prices that are determined by the quantity and quality of cotton in the market. These implicit prices are recognized in the industry as premiums and discounts for different quality attributes (Brown and Ethridge, 1995).

The U.S. Department of Agriculture administers and maintains a system of cotton quality information that is used in and relied upon in the marketing for cotton classification. The common attributes examined, include: color or grade (CG), staple length (SP), leaf content (F), micronaire (M), uniformity (U), fiber strength (ST) and trash (EM). Following Brown and Ethridge (1995) and Ethridge and Davis (1982), it is assumed that cotton price is a function of these quality attributes and follows a hedonic pricing model of the form:

\[
P_i^C = f(CG, SP, M, ST, F, EM, U) = \beta_0 \left( \sum_{j=1}^{7} A_{j,i} \beta_j \right) \epsilon_i,
\]

where the \( A_{j,i} \)'s are the seven quality attributes being examined and \( \epsilon_i \) is a stochastic error term. This functional form is appealing because the \( \beta_j \)'s are the price flexibilities with respect to the cotton quality attributes, or the percentage change in the price of cotton given a one percent change in one of the cotton quality attributes. It is these price flexibilities which will allow us to examine the impact of conservation tillage and other production practices on cotton profitability, through its affect on the price of cotton.

To incorporate production practices into equation (1) in order to assess their impact on cotton quality attributes and cotton profitability, it is assumed that

\[
\beta_j = \gamma_{j,0} + \gamma_{j,1} N_i + \gamma_{j,2} I_i + \gamma_{j,3} R_i,
\]

where \( N \) is a binary variable indicating if a farmer uses conservation tillage, \( I \) is a binary variable indicating if a farmer irrigates their cotton, and \( R \) is a binary variable indicating if a farmer plants a round-up ready variety of cotton.

*Data*
Data was obtained at the gin level to examine the farm level impact of management practices on cotton quality and profitability. Data was secured from a large cotton gin serving northern Alabama, central-southern Tennessee and extreme northwest Mississippi for all cotton bales processed from 1997 to 2004. Data from 2001 was not used due to missing data for that year. The dataset was large covering 21,650 bales from 190 farmers’ fields in 1997; 36,665 bales from 222 farmers’ fields in 1998; 34,362 bales from 356 farmers’ fields in 1999; 42,859 bales from 339 farmers’ fields in 2000; 47,693 bales from 396 farmers’ fields in 2002; 54,292 bales from 336 farmers’ fields in 2003; and 2004 bales from 385 farmers’ fields in 2004. The dataset included indicator variables for: farm; field number; use of conservation tillage; use of irrigation; variety planted; yield statistics; ginning statistics; cotton quality attributes using HVI classification; and loan discount amount using the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loan premium and discount schedule for the year the cotton was ginned.

Much of the cotton sold at the gin is sold in mixed lots to mills. These lots may be of varying quality and contain a large number of bales. The buyer purchases the lot at a fixed or negotiated price per pound for the entire lot (Ethridge and Davis, 1982). While these prices would allow us to more directly determine the implicit prices for different quality attributes in the market, they do not allow us to examine how different production choices potentially affect cotton prices and in turn farmer profitability, given the mixed lots usually are made up of cotton from multiple producers and variety types. Thus, in order to examine the impact on cotton profitability, prices are calculated using the CCC national market loan rate for cotton ($0.52) plus the CCC loan premium/discount provided by the gin (see http://www.fsa.usda.gov/ for rates). Given the national loan rate is fixed, changes in cotton prices for this analysis will directly reflect fluctuations in cotton premiums/discounts from changes in cotton quality attributes.

Statistical Analysis
The double log form of equation (1) is estimated as a linear generalized estimating equations model for each year using PROC GENMOD in SAS. This modeling approach allows for correlated data and provides coefficient and standard error estimates that are robust to misspecification of the variance-covariance matrix (Hedeker and Gibbons, 2006). It is likely that quality characteristics of cotton bales from the same field are correlated due to environmental, climatic, agronomic and management factors. Thus, observations from cotton bales from the same cotton field are treated as repeated observations and it is assumed that the correlations between these observations are the same, or exchangeable. Psuedo $R^2$ are estimated for each regression following Magee (1990).

Results and Discussion
Price flexibilities ($\theta_j$’s) are reported in Table 1 along with fit statistics for each regression performed. Psuedo $R^2$ values ranged from 0.64 to 0.80 indicating a relatively good fit to the observed data. Base price flexibilities ($\gamma_{0j}$) are reported for each quality attribute in Table 1 with the corresponding additive effect from using conservation tillage ($\gamma_{1j}$), irrigation ($\gamma_{2j}$) and/or a round-up ready variety ($\gamma_{3j}$).
Table 1: Estimation Results and Elasticity Estimates for 1997-2000, 2002-2004.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color/Grade Base</td>
<td>-0.131*</td>
<td>-0.106*</td>
<td>-0.073*</td>
<td>-0.036*</td>
<td>-0.133*</td>
<td>-0.068*</td>
<td>-0.165*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-Till Effect</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.026*</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>-0.134*</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.028)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-Up</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
<td>-0.076*</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.183)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo $R^2$</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Observations</td>
<td>21650</td>
<td>35665</td>
<td>34362</td>
<td>42859</td>
<td>47693</td>
<td>54292</td>
<td>57892</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates statistical significance at the $P = 0.10$ level. Numbers in parentheses below estimates are their standard errors.
As expected, following the CCC loan premium and discount schedule, the base price flexibilities for color grade, leaf content and extraneous matter are negative, meaning as the values of these attributes increase (attribute declines, reducing quality) cotton prices will decline. In contrast, the base price flexibilities for staple, strength and uniformity (when statistically significant) are positive, meaning as the values of these attributes increase (attribute improves, increasing quality) cotton prices will improve. For micronaire, a measure of the cotton fiber fineness and maturity, the sign of the base price flexibility changes based on the year, which likely arises due to the nonlinear relationship between micronaire level and its associated CCC premium/discount. When micronaire is outside the range 3.5 to 4.9 it receives a discount (http://www.fsa.usda.gov/).

A note of interest when examining the results is that from 1997 to 2004 an increasingly higher percentage of fields (from 38 to 96 percent) were managed using conservation tillage methods. The primary estimates of interest are the “effects” parameters in Table 1. These effects are the change in the price flexibilities given different production/management decisions. When an “effect” is the same (different) sign as the base price flexibility for a given quality attribute, the result is an increase (decrease) in the percent change (positive or negative) in the cotton price given a one percent change in the value of the quality attribute. Using conservation tillage methods (no-till effect) had a significant effect on all the quality parameters, but in different years. The only consistent effect was on micronaire over the years. It seems as the use of conservation tillage increased over time, variability in micronaire decreased, reducing the price flexibility and the impact on the price of cotton. Along these same lines, as the number of fields with residue left on the soil surface increased, discounts for extraneous matter increased. Use of conservation tillage increased the absolute values of the price flexibilities for fiber strength and leaf content in two of the seven years examined, as well. The effects for irrigation and round-up ready, while significant for different attributes in different years are not consistent. For irrigation, Enciso et al. (2003) found no significant effects from increasing irrigation on cotton quality attributes. The results concerning the use of round-up ready varieties could be due to the ever changing availability of new technologies available on the market and the wide number of varieties utilized. Further intense study of specific varieties is needed.

Conclusions

Cotton prices guide the production and marketing decisions made by farmers directly impacting cotton profitability. Cotton quality attributes play an important part in determining cotton lint demand by textile mills, which in turn affects cotton prices and the implicit price for cotton quality attributes (Ethridge and Hudson, 1998). The impact of management factors, such as conservation tillage, can directly affect these implicit prices, potentially impacting cotton production decisions. While the impact of using conservation tillage, irrigation and/or round-up ready varieties is variable from year to year, it may be important to know the impact of these management practices on cotton quality attributes and prices in past years to help predict the impact on future cotton cropping decisions.
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